General Notes

1. The drawing emphasizes the TGC box per factory supplied VELUX SUN TUNNEL Skylights. It illustrates a general arrangement layout (not recommended) for a VELUX TGC installation in a 0-60 degree roof pitch. Please carefully study each suspended acoustical tile or grid ceiling installation.

2. The architectural/structural design and specifications for the interior of suspended acoustical devices such as the VELUX TGC are the owner's responsibility as determined and provided by others. The design person retained is not limited by design aspects, structural requirements, structural framing, material specifications, detailing, and performance. Architectural and engineering work including acoustical devices or ceiling systems of the building. VELUX assumes no responsibility or liability in the design, construction, and performance of a building structure by others.

3. Secure eye screws/hooks to the ceiling structure and attach suspensions wires to connect to clips on each panel section.

4. Secure suspensions wires to the ceiling substrate assembly & eyebolts.

5. Dimensions shown are nominal, unless otherwise indicated.

6. Product specific dimensions are referenced in the TGC Product Data Sheet documents.

7. Roof opening dimensions must meet roof slope. Roof opening dimensions are referenced in the TGC/TGC 4-TTH Installation Instructions.

8. VELUX recommends following TGC backing to use backing or use framing.

---

TGC 014 Components | Quantity
--- | ---
TGC 014 00000 | 
- 1. Cilla Dome
- Counter-flashing assembly
- Top collar (16'/14'/39)
- Hardware bag

TGC 014 | __
- Top collar 1" (optional)
- Tidal Protection Dome

TTK 014 | 
- 2/4'/7/39" wall家人
- 2/12'/7/39" flat family
- Tape to channel parts
- Hardware bag

TTC 014 0002 | 
- TLC-206 Trim, head & channel
- Ceiling substrate assembly
- Tap screws & brackets
- Top collar

- TFC-014 0002 - Fluted insert
- TFC-014 0003 - Fluted insert

ZTP 014 | 
- Ceiling substrate assembly
- TLC-206 Trim, head & channel
- Tap screws & brackets
- Top collar

ZTC 014 0401US | 
- Commercial Skylight
- Building part - thermal break
- Structural part

---

Elevation

Suspended Acoustical Tile / Grid Ceiling Installation

Cross Section

General Arrangement Layout